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About This Game

My Super Tower III is a classic Tower Defense strategy game with a nice bright Low Poly graphics and classic casual
gameplay & medieval thematic.

Your goal - to protect the castle and its inhabitants from the armies of conquerors and monsters, for this you are available
different types of unique improved and open towers and skills. Try your strategic and tactical thinking.

Key features:

 Lots of different levels (to be completed in Early Acces)

 Different types of strategies and tactics that can be used to play the game

 Many different types of enemies and bosses

 A lot of different improved unique towers with their own characteristics

 Skills that can be used to destroy or freeze opponents
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 Pleasant Low Poly graphics

 Well-designed and tested balance

 In the future, a campaign mode with its history will be added
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Title: My Super Tower 3
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Mortis Games
Publisher:
Rock Path Collective
Franchise:
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my super tower 3

I'm a huge ship enthusiast, and this is definitely a grab! I couldn't get myself to stop playing after 14 hours, no game has ever
done that for me in 7 years!. Basically a flash game about connecting three fruits and space management. Each three connected
places the next fruit in the progression chain on the 5x5 grid for you to work with and around. And, well, that's it. I appreciate
the minimalism and simplicity, but you can find this on-line elsewhere for free instead of the full asking price..
It's my first owned VR-game - and, actually, after the first 4 levels I don't regret buying it in the slightest.

Really, it's a really fun, and quite fast-paced, experience.
The bots are flying around, gun (or guns) blazing, power-ups and all the needed stuff.
And the bosses - they are really fun.

So, I think it's worth it's cost, totally.. A 3D twist on the visual novel that's unlike anything else I've played. Unique art direction,
an excellent voice cast, and an engaging story that explores faith, salvation, life, and death. VR support puts your character in
the center of things and makes for an extremely immersive experience. Recommended for anyone who's looking for something
different from the usual visual novel format.. Could benefit from more autosaves and fewer glitches, default difficulty is
unreasonable.

Still good overall.. Ether One is a pretty decent puzzle game\/interactive story, offering a beeline to the very end for those who
don't have the patience to finish the real puzzles of the game (filthy scrubs). Those who enjoy puzzle games such as Riven or
Schizm, this game is sure to impress. It'll encourage you to explore the detailed enviroments in depth to uncover deeper parts of
the plot. The music, area design and voice acting are fantastic and the story is enough to get atleast two playthroughs out of you.

The controls are somewhat sluggish however and it'll chew your ram and gpu to pieces. It's probably unreal engines fault more
than anything. Ether One also requires a lot of back tracking and sifting through large areas to progress, so clipping on every
single clutter object and shin high fence does get annoying. My pinky is tired from holding shift the whole time. As for the
difficulty of the puzzles, I can't complain. Some were tougher than others, but the solutions were always surprisingly fair. I
suppose going on treasure hunts for smaller items in random seemingly unrelated houses was a let down though.

Completionists beware, this game has other problems. Many of the puzzles are currently pretty buggy which is a real shame,
considering their difficulty and general time consumption factor. These are very much game breaking ones that'll either reset
completed areas or lock you out of them by having a moving object in the wrong place on loading the area. It's a save file
related problem, most likely. If these are ever fully patched out, this'll sit as one of the better puzzle games on the market.

All in all Ether One is a real good package with a really solid story and world to immerse yourself in. Bugs let it down heavily.
6.5\/10 It's good. Check it out if you like this sort of thing.. I love the game's idea, and I love the graphics as well. But for the
sake of god, I can't play it with these controls. I refunded it and I'll check if they patch in an option for normal controls
sometime. It would help the game a lot.. NEW UPDATE, HOLY\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u266510\/10. OK GAME
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suram nih game , apaan apaan coba bikin emosi pff ..
rekomendasi buat yang ga pernah emosi main game. but wait, ga pernah emosi ? imposibruu coey. Just bought this game and I
love it. I also love how there's a Johnny Bravo head in it too. :P

Edit: It's a really short game... Like... 10 levels.... It's great if you are a really Scania fan :D. I wouldn't say this game is a bad
game. It has good graphics and it's a pretty good puzzle game. But this game isn't something I would see myself playing when
I'm bored, nor do I see myself enjoying it for hours on end. This game is honestly not worth $3. I've found this game online for
you to play for free, so why purchase it on steam? If you want to play it then play it online. I think if steam were to have this
game they should make it free or about a dollar, not $3.

Well thats just my opinion. But I strongly suggest playing this game online and not wasting the money and buying it.. Growing
up throughout my life I knew that there was something different about myself compared to everyone else. I can remember back
to the first day off school, everyone has to wear a costume. Some kids went as pirates, some as football players and some even
went as those white armour guys from that Star Wars movie. Not me though, I went as a fish. I was the most glorious fish in the
school and everyone was amazed at me for being that fish. That first day at the time was the best day of my life.

All the kids came too school in their uniforms that day, however I chose to stay with who I truly am and continued to wear that
fish for the rest of primary school. High school was a bit different though, they wouldn\u2019t allow me to wear that fish
around. I kept begging and begging because it was who I was, I didn\u2019t fit in being a human, I was more so a fish. We came
to a compromise and they let me paint myself with scales too fit in. I also got gills put in either side of my neck too let me
breathe like a fish.

Throughout my whole younger days, I have owned many fish, and have dreamt about joining them as part of their families. I
watch in jealousy as I see them swimming around together enjoying each other\u2019s company, struggling as I know I
can\u2019t be with them. I left out one very important detail from my story... I can\u2019t swim.

For someone that wants to be a fish, struggling to swim is not very helpful. I thought it would come to me naturally since I am
part fish, but it did not. I struggled with the thought in and out every day that I would never be able to join my scaly friends in
the ponds or the tanks, until I saw the project thatninjadodo have been working on. Then my life changed...

Yesterday was one of the best days of my life, thanks to Guppy I can finally live my life as a fish with all its friends. The game
is a perfect simulation of how a fish survives in a lake and has a very in depth hunger system. It is clever because it includes a
score system along with the hunger system that allows you too determine how well you are doing.

It also has a very real combat system too, with bigger fish chasing you down until they defeat you, and you have to use your wits
and knowledge too out manuever them just like in the Amnesia series.

This game has changed my life and any people that have had the same condition as myself in their life should pick this game up.
I was lucky to get it on sale, but it is well worth the $3 price. Stay safe my fellow fishies, I\u2019ll see you all in the pond.
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